
THE 
SESSIONM
APP

The SessionM App is a configurable, 
native iOS/Android mobile application, 
purpose-built to help brands craft 
personalized experiences at the 
customer’s fingertips. The app blends 
best-in-class profile management, 
loyalty and rewards capabilities, 
providing the essential tools needed for 
driving more frequent purchases.

http://www.sessionm.com


The SessionM App

Icons/Imagery

Icons and imagery within 
the app are available for 
customization.

Shapes

Edges of buttons can be 
rounded or square.

Spacing

Spacing between 
home screen modules 
and margins on outer 
edge of home screen 
can be adjusted.

Text

Labels can be changed on 
any home screen module 
(Ex. Points → JP’s Points).

Colors

Customize the colors 
throughout the app, 
including individual app 
pages, home screen 
modules, and bottom 
bar menu.

Fonts

A number of different fonts 
can be used for the point 
counter, points label, and 
buttons/images.

App Customization
The elements of the app are prebuilt, yet many are customizable, enabling brands to get creative without having to 

go through the lengthy process of building a loyalty app from scratch. 



The SessionM App

Built-In Loyalty Capabilities
SessionM’s powerful loyalty management capabilities 
are an essential part of the app experience. The app 
home screen displays the number of loyalty points a 
customer has earned, and a rewards store showcases 
different offers the customer can purchase using their 
points. Offers within the reward store can be set to last 
for a limited time, or to be evergreen. Additionally, 
reward stores can contain deals for hidden menu items, 
enforcing exclusivity and motivating additional 
behavior. The stores can also include customizable 
photos for each reward, and app users can sort based 
on point values. 

Deliver Personalized 
Customer Experiences for 
Deeper Loyalty  
SessionM provides functionality to help brands interact 
with their customers through the app. Messages built in 
the SessionM platform can be sent and delivered 
to a user's inbox to reward, engage or educate. For 
example, deliver a message to a customer’s inbox to let 
them know about a campaign they’re eligible for or 
near completing. Additionally, leverage the scrollable 
tiles in the app home screen to raise awareness for new 
products, or link out to a survey.

Loyalty attribution can be recognized through several 
different avenues:

Digital Loyalty Card: Enables the customer to present a 
loyalty card with their name and a QR code or barcode 
that can be scanned at the POS

Receipt Scanning: Provides the customer with an option 
to scan the barcode on their receipt 

Olo: All orders by loyalty program members through a 
link to an Olo powered webview automatically provide 
loyalty attribution



The SessionM App

Incentivize Customer 
Behaviors

Housed within the app is a customer’s offer wallet. 
When a customer earns a reward for completing a 
promotional campaign, or uses their loyalty points to 
purchase an item in a rewards store, the associated 
offer will appear and become accessible within the 
wallet. The customer can then use the short-lived, 
redeemable code to receive validation at the point 
of sale. Additionally, an integration with Olo enables 
customers to place their order through an external 
online ordering site, accessible via the app. When 
ordering, customers can view and redeem applicable 
offers which will be immediately reflected in their 
basket. Furthermore, purchase data and loyalty 
attribution are received in real-time, ensuring a 
seamless experience.

The SessionM Difference

Speed to Market

The elements of the SessionM app are prebuilt, 
yet many are customizable, enabling a creative yet 
quick turnaround as opposed to a loyalty app built from 
scratch. Powered and seamlessly integrated 
with the SessionM Platform, the app delivers 
a personalized loyalty experience to every customer’s 
mobile device.

Closed Loop Offers

SessionM enables marketers to deploy different offer 
types to motivate customers to transact. Whether the 
use case revolves around reactivating customers who 
appear to have lapsed, rewarding customers who have 
completed high value behaviors or incentivizing the 
purchase of a certain item, closed loop offers provide 
the perfect reward for sparking customer action.

Data-Driven Loyalty

Leverage an engaging loyalty program to incentivize 
customers to purchase more frequently and thus 
learn valuable information about their behaviors. With 
SessionM a number of strategies can be taken to reward 
customers for transacting, filling out their profile or 
purchasing a specific item. Additionally, different loyalty 
tiers can be constructed to provide unique experiences 
for your best customers, and serve as motivation for 
others to increase their spending habits.

Dynamic Rules Engine 

Build compelling engagements by rewarding 
customers for completing a specific behavior or series 
of behaviors. Different outcomes and parameters can 
be created to reward customers for completing a rule, 
such as making three purchases in a week or spending 
over $50 in a month.



The SessionM App

One Complete Data and 
Engagement Tool

Unlike other vendors, SessionM offers a single, intuitive tool that enables 

you to store and compile customer data into an operational customer 

profile. We make it easy for you to understand what customers are doing 

and trigger unique, personalized experiences. Whether you’re sending a 

personalized offer, reward, content, or a one-of-a-kind experience, our 

end-result guarantees you more satisfied, loyal and highly profitable 

customers.

Results
for one of the fastest 
growing QSRs: 

14%
increase in check size 

with closed loop offers

158%
increase in new loyalty 

members between 2017 

and 2018. 

16%
loyalty members make up 

16% of total sales, up 68% 

year over year

Forrester Wave: Loyalty Technology 

Platforms, Q2 2019

"Clients love SessionM’s thinking 
and the platform’s ability to 
encourage specific behavior from 
their customers"




